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From an interview
with Mr. Jupiter:
"I guess my brother
and Iwere thefirst people
in our family who went to
college. Even though our
parents only went as far
as grade school, they in
stilled in us the oppor
tunities of an education.
"I had all kinds of
jobs. I worked in a dry
goods store as all-round
clerk janitor, errand boy.
I worked night shifts at
the A&P warehouse un
loading freight cars.
"When Reft high
school, I wanted to go to
college but I didn't have
any money. I was on the
track team inhigh school,
and was able to get a
scholarship to a UNCF
school. But I wasn't really
that hot on sports. And
when I came toenroll, I
found out they were

You
can make the difference
between another nuclear physicist or
another warehouse worker.
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highest in each of the
major fields. Since I en
joyed my physics class
very muchin high school,
I chose physics.
Mr. Jupiter is now
Manager of the Radiation
and Environmental
Sciences Department at
the EG&G facility in Las
Vegas. He heads a team
of scientists who do
aerial surveys overthe
nuclear power plantsand
otlier nuclear facilities in
mis country. The service
he renders helps protect
us and our environment
mom excessive radiatic
radiation.
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Trenton State College
Trenton, NJ
The Utimme Umana La Voz Oculta would
like to take this opportunity to welcome
aboard all the new transfer students as well
as freshmen here at TSC. We don't have to
look very far to notice the new Sisters and
Brothers, who I feel do not really know
what is expected of th em.

Editor

Judie Clark Managing Editor
Ayesha Davis Production Manager

All of us old heads around this yard(campus) know what to expect in these first few
weeks. That's why it is out duty to be
informative to our new Brothers and
Sisters. We must make these weeks very
enlightening, both educationally and so
cially.
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Freshmen, you also have a responsibility.
A responsibility to yourself to form and
mold habits that will be beneficial and
progressive while the upperclassmen will
be showing you the How's and Why's of
your new community.
Our primary purpose is to get a meaningful
education that will help strengthen our
communities. This is why we can't be
apathetic in our attitudes toward the
incoming students.
It will be from neglect, if t hese students fall
by the wayside, and the loss will not only be
for that student, but instead, for the
community as a whole. We must be there to
lend aid when the call arrives.
Here we must experiment with ourselves,
on the way we think, the way we interact,
and how we become involved. This is where
we discard our bull ideas and begin to deal
with each other on a "for real" basis. We
must learn from each other. So let's get
together like a family should.
Sincerely,
The Utimme Umana Family

Utimme Umana/La Voz O culta is published twice a month in co operation
with Afro- American Studies Department. Deadlines for articles is the first
Monday after publication at 5 p.m. Utimme Umana's offices are located in the
basement of the S tudent Center at Trenton State College. The telephone
number is 771-2225, o r 771-3040.
Funded By S tudent Activities Fund.
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Actually, I didn't know what to
write about, hence, I couldn't figure
to whom I warted to direct my first
editorial.
I figured it should
contain something that everyone
could relate to. From this, I began
to think about a situation that
happened to me last semester here
at Trenton State College.

A young lady came to my room
complaining that she "couldn't
study long hours" and she hadn't
even attempted to study at all. Far
too many times, we students say, "I
can't do this,", or "I can't do that",
without even trying. It's similar to
the child who doesn't know how to
talkL that child is not able to
express his ideas simply because he
hasn't been taught. A child learns
as he observes traits from his
parents. For example, the use of
profanity._ if a parent insists on
using profanity, eventually, the
child will pick up this habit and do
likewise.

The same applies to incoming
students, particularly incoming
freshmen, who may seek help from
an upperclassman who apparently

will have more experience in deal
ing with college life. However, if a n
upperclassman is observed by the
underclassman, cheating on an
exam, using someone else's work or
manipulating the system dishonest
ly in any way, he is more than likely
apt to pick up this bad habit. If a
student is to be successful in his
endeavors at Trenton State Col
lege, one must observe as well as
follow those students that are not
only competent but productive as
well. Hence, if one works hard
throughout the semester, there will
be no question as to whether or not
a student will return the following
semester.

To all of you, I say, the next time
someone says, "So and So flunked
out", or "So and So isn't coming
back," stop them and ask them,

"What did you do to contribute to
their success at Trenton State
College?"

Utimme Umana
La Voz Oculta

Is Unity For You And Me ?

When I view the existing, seemingly
non-ending plight of Africans in Ameri
ca and abroad, and see us contently
accepting all the lies, all the mental and
physical abuse our oppressors enforce
on us and continuously make excuses
for them, I ask myself:
IS UNITY FOR YOU AND ME?
When I display my political concern and
support and have the person who lives
in the jurisdiction directly affected tell
me, "I don't give a damn who wins the
next election 'cause it won't change
nothin' for me", and then tell me to
mind my own business, I ask myself.
IS UNITY FOR YOU AND ME?
When I try to explain that we've got to
give a damn about each other if not for
our sake, then for the sake of our
children, and that this "wake me when
it's over" attitude has got to go, and
have my gaze avoided as I am met with
comments such as, "every man for
himself', I must ask myself:
IS UNITY FOR YOU AND ME?
When I take note of the countless
numbers of Black youths crowding into
stadium after stadium to see a concert
show, not missing a weekend at the
local discos, hanging out on corners or

in pool halls getting high, and we can't
seem to get together for freedom, I find
myself wondering:
IS UNITY FOR YOU AND ME?
We've got to start placing our priorities
in their proper perspectives. I wish
somebody would tell me why unity
among us is such a no-no. Why can t we
get together?
Why do materialistic concepts enthrall
us while the thought of acting for
freedom results in stagnancy?
As we continue to believe that ' we ve
come a long way" and refuse to
acknowledge that our route has been
nothing more than a vicious psychologi
cal, socialistic, and intellectual rip-off, I
am forced to ask myself:
IS UNITY FOR YOU AND ME?
Before you accuse me of not giving due
credit to those of color who've made
accomplishments and advancements in
our society, hear me out. I feel that if
you consider the stature of our ances
tors before they were impetuously
kidnapped from their native lands,
we've made no accomplishments, no
advancements.
As long as we constantly ask our
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oppressors "mother. May I", bef ore we
make a move, and have them respond
with "Sure, you can help yourself, but
don't take too much", we will only
advance to a certain degree.
By now, it should be evident that our
oppressors intend to keep us in our
place. But our place is not in front of
this sadistical gun of exploitation, of
mental and physical abuse; which is
triggered by hypocrisy and thus fired
at us daily.
Our place is on the front line of the
battleground for human justice and
dignity. However, before we get on the
front line, we must all get our act
together so that there will be strength
in our union. We've got to get together
"by anymeans necessary."
For unity between you and me will
undoubtedly result in freedom.
Joyce Patrice Clark

BLACK PEOPLE
NEED TO KNOW
about themselv es....

EBONY FASHION FAIR
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EBONY FASHION FAIR
Judie A. Clark

Fashion is an art.
Art in a most explosive fashion.
An art that frequently changes, only to
return decades later.

Popular also is the uneven hemline of
dresses, especially ones that are shorter in
the front and longer in t he back.

It is an instinctive art that supplies the
fashion-conscious men and women every
where with the proper matching of clothes
during the appropriate season to sport their
best, and to look g lamorous in the process.

For the men, the oversized jacket and
straight leg slacks in boots is the style.

And so it is this year, as 1978 marks the
Ebony Fashion Fair's 21 Anniversary.
They're celebrating 21 dedicated, sincere
years of o ut-of-sight fashion designs from
Chicago, California, New York, and all over
the world.

All the free-spirited men and women will
love the touch of mix and match this fall. In
previous years, one was laughed at if he
wore stripes with plaids, but this laughter
is a thing of the past as plaids and stripes
are layered over the tops of checkered and
solid patterns.

As in past years, this year's Ebony Fashion
Fair, a n on-profit organization was spon
sored by the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
The affair took place on Sunday, September
18, at the Trenton War Memorial Building.

Ladies, if you really want to knock that man
of yours out, then the ribbed waistline in
pants, skirts, and dresses is what you'll be
looking for.
The Ebony Fashion Fair is a dynamic show
with fifteen models, an exciting, expressive
commentator that puts today's Black male
and female in touch with the fashion world.
It travels annually across country three
months out of t he year, enthralling fashionconscious men and women everywhere.

Mrs. Eunice Johnson, producer and director
of Eb ony Fashion Fair, defines this year's
"Back to Glamour" saying,
"Because our theme this year is "Back to
Glamour", we feel that a woman would like
nothing better than to be told how to look
glamourous."

Men and women, when selecting your
Fall/Winter .wardrobe this year, remem
ber:
A touch of g lamour is what it's all a bout.

The many various "Back to Glamour"
designs stem from the world's most
illustrious top designers such as Lenora
Riley, Stephen Burrows, Capucci, Carlo
Palazzi, Pierre Cardin, Bill Gibbs, and Yuki.

The Ebony Fashion Fair will be appearing
in these NJ and Philly areas on the
following dates:

The look th is year focuses on shawls, split
skirts, hats with balls attached on long
strings, and a variety of d resses.

Jersey City, NJ
Ferris High School
Auditorium, Wednesday 10/4 8:00 p.m.

Also, the elegant lady this year can walk
casually in cashmere. The colors in which to
look glamorous come in many different
shades; ranging from blue to brown to tan,
to rust, to sexy black.

Brooklyn, NY, Academy of m usic, Friday,
October 6 8:00 p.m.
Phila., Pa. Academy of Music, Saturday,
October 7, 2:30 p.m.

Neutrals are a natural this season, and the
glamorous woman with confidence can strut
and stride comfortably in this fashion.
For all you ladies who love to show their
legs:
The mini makes a big comeback, but this
time around, it's even more dramatic.
Multi-colored mini-skirts and dresses with
slits along the sides, trimmed in buttons,
are what today's fashion-conscious women
are wearing. News a lso is the combination
of ski rts over slim pants.
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BEING BLACK IN A PREDOMINANTLY
WHITE COLLEGE

Being Black means to walk across
campus on my
first day of class and not see one
black student.
Being Black means to have all white
teachers and
to be surrounded in class by white
or nearly all white students.
Being Black is to open my
textbooks and see
pictures of white folks and to read
white-washed
theory, philosophy and history
which are irrelevant to me.
Being Black means to go to a white
counselor
whojn I don't trust, and who
doesn t know how to handle my
presence or my problem.
Being Black is trying to convince a
campus policeman
that he should not arrest me out of
prejudice.
Being Black is tolerating TMigra'
for. Negro and favoring neither.
Being Black is to watch whites Took
upon my
natural hair, my mustache, mv
african garments,
music a°d literature, my
black

Being Black is to be a resource
person for curious white folk who,
after being answered, are willing to
accept my expertise.
Being Black is to know that my
great, great grandmother was
raped and labelled promiscuous,
that my great, great grandfather
was worked
from dawn to dusk and labelled
shiftless, that
my sister was Trusted' upside the
head, by some
racist with an axe handle, while
policemen
laughed, and then labelled her as a
trouble-maker.
And finally, that I was denied an
equal
opportunity and labelled 'culturally
deprived.
Finally, being Black means to be
lonely,
hyperalienated, depressed,
displayed, ignored, and harassed.
J ust the fact of being Black means
is to be at the brink or .revolt.
1 hope that these perceptions will
give you a better view in
understanding, accepting, and
respecting the black student; in
becoming more involved in his
world..
My view is. o nly a fragment
of t he big picture; however, I hope
that this small fragment can help
you to help some black student
before he is forced to take other
"'
'
'
pit and

symbols" of ^anSuaSe' and my other
_bl.ack nride. as being deviant.
Being Black is seeing a soul sister or
brother slaving overtime on a dirtv
mental job and being underpaid.
Being Black is to go into a class
disadvantaged
and fine that i have a teacher who
believes, it is
impossible for a |)lack student to
make an A or 'B grade.
.Being Black is not having a tpennv
J
in my pocket
and seeing white students visit
Europe and
Mexico and driving fancy7 sports
v
cars, and. at the
same time knowing that their
parents and ancestors got rich off
the sweat and pain of my
parents_and ancestors.

white Campus ' joi
~~»lege Student Personnel
September, 1969,p.29
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POETRY
"True Black Love
consist of
These Rules of Love"

****************************

Reassure me when I'm afraid
miss me when I'm away
Keep good the vows you made
Believe in what I say
Laugh with me when I'm happy
cry with me when I'm blue
And when you say you love me
really prove your love is true
Correct me when I'm wrong
stand by me when I'm right
Think of me in the morning
dream of me at night
Comfort me when I'm lonely
have faith in what I do
Follow me to the end of the earth
as I would follow you.

Through You
'Itirough you , I can see myse lf, be
myself.
Like a mirror, I don't have to hide
anything
Nor pretend to besomething that I am not.
Tliroogh you, I have beco me v ulnerable.
Not to the point that what I see is
unrealistic, but to where I can see me as I
am
Through you, I have discovered a part of
^aj^art of yo u that I didn't even know
It s possible that I have found these
dimensions without you. But through you,
it only happened soone r.
Terree Whitfield
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POETRY
Ruth's Son
Ruth said she felt no pain,
Nothing could bother her anymore,
Her child laid slain,
It was the way of lif e - sometimes,
The streets were hard on the young,
She knew that he was "good" inside,
An escape from the factory routine,
She tried to tell him,
But he thought his mother wasn't hip to
what was happening,
So he took the risk
Until the "justice" of the street caught wp with
him,
But Ruth felt no pain,
Because she knew her child was free.

There's Love In The Ghetto
Theres love in the.ghetto
Underneath all that garbage and hate
Theres love and understanding
Hopefully it will be fo und before
its too late.
Somewhere behind those walls full
of roac hes and rats theres respect
Theres someone who gives a heck.

Rona C. Wright

Dark Continent

Theres hope in the ghetto
Parents work hard to give their children
Some of the go od things in life
And to keep them away from the bad.
They scrub floors and work in
factories with the hope that their
children will have much more than
they had.

From your loins
Sprang the earths
Mightiest warriors
Mandingo, Nylotes
Zulu, the Ashanti.
From your
Sprang the
Kingdoms
Timbucktu,
Egypt, and

loins
mightiest

There are dreams in the ghetto
Children dream of som eday leaving
They have visions of ha ving the
best of eve rything
And hope they aren't deceiving.
Parents dream that their children's
dreams come true
They pray that their children won't be
disappointed because they once dreamed
those same dreams too.

Zambabwe
Alexandria.

From your womb
Came froth philosophers.
Astrologers, scientists
Of al l kinds.
Within your womb
Came forth Black men
Who performed tasks
That baffles today's
technology.
Within your great breast
Lies all the mysteries of
The world
The pyramids
The Sphinx even the
Biblical legendary tower
Of Bable
And countless more
That are still undiscovered

There will be success in the ghetto
They'll be one, maybe two or three
of the young, who will grow up to be
someone*who will settle for nothing less
than the best
They'll look beyond what their eyes can see.

*****

Africa within you lies
The origin of man.
Napoleon
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Patrice Fuller c ******

Prison's Hogtvash

HARD TIMES

Two hundred years up from
slavery and for the most part the
buld of the situation still remains
the same, and has worsened over
the past three years. I'm refering
to the plight of th e Black man in
particular, our living conditions,
health habits, education, and
economical st atus as well as our
ideologies and philosophies.
There has long been a Master
Plan to commit genocide (1) on
the Black man, and now the plan
has spread to any so called lower
class people and/or minorities
that are deemed incapable of
giving their worth to a society
that is built on treachery, oppres
sion, and capitalization. Not to
leave out the racism to say the
least, "because it's an everyday
occurence at all levels in Ameri
ca." This same plan of genocide is
directed in reality to all segments
of society who frown and may
turn their heads in shame of such
dogmatic practices here in Amer
ica. It attempted to wipe out the
Black man, however, power in
the hands of the insecure and
fools can bring a good secure
nation to its knees. This Master
Plan has had such a devastating
effect until it now has most
people confused, "including its

perpetrators as to just exactly
who it was meant to destroy."
Today, everyone is caught up in
the web of genocide, "including
that of helping to kill off the m
selves."
The basic liberties and freedoms
of th e everyday common person
is in great jeopardy. "They ar
being threatened by this racist
and capitalistic hierarchy that we
all know as government under
the disguise of Human Rights."
Where is the Human Rights of
the American people when big
business (A.K.K. government)
keep prices so high until the
people can hardly afford to eat
without thinking of today's food
as being a luxury. When people
have no jobs or limited iobs at
slavery wages and can't afford to
pay the exuberant prices for
heat, gas, and electric, (bare
necessities) let alone to have
adequate transportation is the
Human Rights or does it sound
more like human waste and
robbery? Where are the Human
Rights when there are laws being
created to foster people to aban
don and sell their homes because
the taxes are just plain too high,
(proposition #13 and the many
others like it)? Where are the
Human Rights when there are
also laws created to impede and
restrict the private functions of
unions that are in the best
interest of i ts members? Where
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does the Human Rights come in
at allowing the news media and
citizens not to be all
Where does the Human Rights
come in at not allowing the news
media and citizens free speech,
which under the Constitution]
the First Amendment gaurantees free speech to all? And last
but not least and equally impor
tant where does the Human
Rights come into play toward
stopping the oppression and im
prisonment of th e American peo
ple who choose a different way of
life contrary to the American
dream and beliefs? Can't the
people see? Can't you see what is
going on about you? I'm certain
of one thing though, I know damn
wen that you re feeling the pinch
and its high time you let the
government and law know about
re u , L Vln& under a Police
o1:
otate whether you want tn
except the idea or not, and before
things will get any better they
are going to get a hell of a lot
worse unless you, the people take
a ^ Sland" Murder, violence
and bloodshed is certainly not the
answer, and if this is what it has
nnT P T we're a11 doomed
RiS w!ldev.nt Carter's Human
o& wS e,ected

£

WHAT IS IT?
The Prison News section of the Utimme
Umana is dedicated to any literary
correspondence, by the means of poetry
or stories, that any incarcerated or
concerned Brothers and Sisters might
want to contribute.

JAZZ TO ME IS...

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF
PRISON NEWS?

JAZZ TO ME IS RAP
SIMPLE GROOVIN'
SOOTHIN' RAP
LIFE/WAR
PEACE/WAR
REALITY/FANTASY
ACHIEVED NEW CONSCIOUS
NESS
IN EVERY CLIMATIC
VIBE..SOFT..MA KINGCONTACT
WITH THE INTIMATE ME
REACHING INFINITELY
INTO GLISTERING LAND
SCAPES
OF MY MIND
A TOUCH A TWIST THROUGH
HEAVENLY GARDENS
HAND IN SOUL
SOUL IN HAND
WITH MY QUEEN
WOMAN OF MY ENEBBED
DREAMSBLACK STRONG ON TIME....
....IN TIME IN BLISS IN LOVE
THE AWAKING!
THE DAWN
MESSAGE OF STRENGTH FROM
GOD
FEELINGS OF FREEDOM
AND ALL THAT ESCAPES THE
MOLD OF EXPRESSION
JAZZ TO ME IS ME AND
I AM JAZZ!!!

The purp ose o f th e section is to make
the public and everyday society aware
of the talents and emotions of our
Brothers and Sisters as they are
reflected on paper.
WHAT CAN YOU D O TO
CONTRIBUTE TO THIS SECTION?
You, as the general public can, of
course, read the section and try to get
an understanding of wh at these Bro
thers and Sisters are trying to commun
icate. Whether they communicate their
feelings, emotions, ta lents, inhibitions,
complaints of their conditions, experi
ences, anger or hatred. Reader, don't
only read and understand, but feel free
to submit your feeling s and comments.
Let's communicate; that is what life is
all about.
If i nterested in becoming a member of
the Prison News st aff, please feel free
to contact me, De borah Higginbotham,
Prison News editor, in the Utimme
Umana office (in the basement of the
Student Center). I will also greatly
appreciate any comments for future
articles, and any articles that pertain to
Prison News. Comments can be sent to;
Utimme Umana
c/o Debbie Higgenbotham
Prison News
940 Hillwood Lakes
Trenton State College
Trenton, NJ, 08625

a.k.a.
Nashid Ameer El-Amin
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Roots: A Story of Pride
Richard Williams
Alex Haley...Proud, Kunte Kinte...
Proud, Chicken George... Proud,
Roots...A Story of Pride.
The year 1977 saw the filming and
presentation ol a movie that was to
become the most widely viewed, emotion
packed program in the history of film.
Both White and Black audiences would
be shocked and elated respectively by
the graphic portrayals of the Black slave
exixtence, as endured by Kunte Kinte...
Alex Haley's forefather.
"Roots" represented the end result of a
story ol pride. Alex Haley's pride in his
forefathers struggle and in himself led
him to seek and to find his family history.
The story of Kunte Kinte, which was
passed on through the Haley family was
done so out of pride.

PRIDE

Haley s book and the following movie
exemplified the Black struggle in slave
America. It depicts the inhuman condi
tions under which his (our) forefathers
had to struggle. Kunte Kinte's determin
ation to retain his name, to escape to
freedom and to keep his dignity, is a
source of pride to the Haley family as it
should be to all Black Americans whose
story it depicts. Nearly without excep
tion Blacks viewing the broadcast and/or
the movie identified with the slave
characters, as the White viewers did
with the slave owners. All were touched
and forced to consider the remifications
of that period in American history and
what effect it had on those of us today.

lrlt'

seems

^ the prime mover' Pride

etwThU ^ wm
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the determinant that feeds the rFlde 1S
resistance Without r. a
| fires of
ing. With itThere is font ^ 'S noth~
and a cause. "Roots" is a \ SCnSe °f self
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to us all. Halev's effo t
be an
inspiration, and his finH^
added dimension in the BlackgAman°ther
search for truth and dignity Amencans
Black' SStZVoePZTnt!itWe °f the
adaptive techniques em7^ and the
the continued existence of°the 1° ensure
small acts of rebellion H
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b y t h e
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t h a t ht *y
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+ '
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nature of their existence a ^
What Was
needed for survival.

It was a sense of Pride that kept Kunte
Kinte going. Pride in the fact that
despite the conditions, despite every
effort being made to the contrary,
despite the fact that they had cut off his
foot...He still retained his dignity and
pride. He still had a way of viewing the
world that said...I am a Man!!...I am
somebody and irregardless of what you
call me, I am Kunte Kinte...A proud
Mandinka Warrior!

pTssive ^ ,

So if pride is as Webster Hof
sense of ones own worth
^ebnes it "a
of what is Satr andabhorrence
oneself," then Kunte K?nt
of

--^Peopietho^et^
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For My People
Tell me, where do we go fr om here
we have been slav erized
niggerfied, americanized, negrofied,
whitefied, blackafied, and now bicentinnialized.
Our w omen have been mammified,
we've gon e from
picaninny braids, to straightening
combs, to afros
now to perms
from dix ie peach to ultra sheen
Tell me with who or with what shall
we id entify
we've been emanicipated, castrated
discriminated,
segregated, incarcerated, assasinated eve n sterilized!
Our men have bee n
conked, processed, afroed, cornrolled, even baldheaded
we've gon e from
rags to dashikis, to being clean
we ve walked, we've marched,
we've rioted, and
now we ganste rline
Our race has nicknames of
rugger, negroe, uncle torn and black
to Afro-Americans

Our mind s have gone from
americanized, revolutionized,
coolized, mellowfied, re eferized, to
apathized
Tell me with who or what shall we
identify with
Tell me do we really know who we
are
or are we still looking?
My blac k people we must become
cuiturized, educationalized, unified,
learn to scrutinized and be
dignified, I mean
HELLIFIED!
For my black people, If an answer is
not soon deriv ed
our race, our people, our heritage
wul become N ULLIFIED.
Patty Jackson

TheAfrican

Peoples'
Cookbook

by Barbara Kamara
(AANS) - In the past five years,
there has been an increasing
cultural and political awareness
on th e part of B lack people in the
United States of our ancestral
home, Africa. Along with this
development, there has been a
slow - but steady - desire for
more information about African
foods and the ways in which they
are prepared.
Numerous myths about these
foods have made many people
reluctant to eat or even prepare
African foods. This column, in
presenting African recipes and
food preparation ideas, will try
to banish some of these myths,
all with a view towards political
and cultural as well as culinary
enlightment.
Many African eating habits
are similar to our own, one of
them being the widespread use
of chicken as a source of meat.
In Africa, chicken may be
roasted over an open fire, baked
in an oven, used in soups or
stews or even fried.
Pepper Chicken, a favorite of
many West African people, is a
very characteristic African food
and its recipe can teach us a few
general things about African
cooking.
African cooks are flexible in
their use of ingredients.
In the recipe below, for
example, even though the list of
ingredients includes chicken,
lemon juice, salt, peanut butter,
onion, tomato paste and three
different peppers, only the
chicken, salt and ground red
pepper are actually necessary.
The rest of the ingredients are
either optional or can be
substituted for by others of the
cook's choosing.
African food is highly
seasoned, more so even than
well-flavored, down home soul
cooking. Thus no specific
amount of pepper is called for,
but rather left up to the chef's
fancy. Add as much pepper as
you wish, but remember:
without SOME pepper, there can
be no Pepper Chicken.

And finally, take note of the
fact that African cooks too are
budget conscious. Thus a serving
of P epper Chicken for six should
cost no more than $1.50, unless,
of course, you buy some extra
expensive chickens.
Keeping these general ideas in
mind, try your hand at preparing
this traditional African dish. The
recipe is that of Doris Sawyer, a
Sierra Leonean student at
Bennett College in Greensboro,
N.C.
PEPPER CHICKEN
To serve 6:
WASH a 2-1/2 lb. chicken.
SPLIT chicken along the
breast so that it can lie flat in a
pan.
MAKE slits all over the
chicken with a sharp knife.
SALT the chicken.
SQUEEZE the juice of 1 l arge
lemon (or lime) over the
chicken.
SPRINKLE the chicken with
ground red (cayenne) pepper.
CHOP finely 1 large green
pepper and 1 small onion and. if
you wish, 3 large red peppers.
MIX chopped ingredients with
1 teaspoon tomato paste, 2
tablespoons peanutbutter and
juice from one large or 2 sm all
lemons.
SPREAD mixture over
chicken.
COVER the bottom of a 9 x 12
loaf pan with oil (A larger pan
may be used, if desired).
PLACE chicken in pan and
bake at 350° u ntil done (about 1
hour).
BASTE during cooking with
any of the peanutbutter mixture
that might be left.
Serving suggestions
Pepper Chicken with
homemade bread is very good.
Or serve with an African tossed
or fruit salad and boiled
plantain. It is great as an
addition to an hors d'oeuvres
table.
Limeade would be a refreshing
drink to serve with Pepper
Chicken.

•

EUBIE !!
by,

that good oh ragtime. JWits out and JVfcngiione is in.
Eubie was. born in Baltimore,
Maryland, in 1883-when being
Hack was more than rough. Mien
Hake was 30. he had been conduct
or of the Baltimore Colored Sym
phony, had won a national piano
playing c ontest and had becoira a
sought after cafe attraction.
Eubie's career has been of flux uating, success. In 1915, he joined
INoble Sissle to form a Vaudeville
team. Eubie said he and Sissle were
i f irst Bjgcks cm stag e 'dressed
e whites -in tuxedos rather than
cpmedic rags. Although he was too
old for acti ve service during; World

E

During the depression, Eubie
seeiwd to drop out of the public
eye. He,played in small halls of ill
repute, to quote Eubie.
The reader might be interested in
checking out Hake. You might
locate .a two record album called
Reminiscing with Sissle and Blake
locate a two record album. Eighty
she years of Eybie Hake, vyhich was
released by Columbia in 69.
If you like
there's a
biographical bock called Rer
tie miniscing with Sissle Hake by Kimball
and Bolcon. You may have missed
the off Headway musical Shuffle
Along, which featured cmly Eubie s
music but you can still experience
his unique rag style. M\ Hake's
jazz, ragtime arid swing have
sparked a froadwav musical en
titled simply Eubie. Wednesday,
November 15, mpc has made it
possible for you to be there. Dbn t
let yourself down.
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WHATIRRITATES ME THE MOST
THE FAMILY BY CHAR ISSE JONES
The thing that irritates me the most
is when the Family members don't
stick together. The Family is the
only thing that we as Black folks
can really call our own, and it't a sad
thing when i t's broken.
The Black Family should t hrive on
love and togetherness, nothing
should tear or break it apart, they ^
should stick together through times
ot sadness and happiness, the
members of the clan should never
stray away without coming back,
ive seen times when only the
saddest of incidents, like funerals,
could get us all together at one
time. The Family should be the
tightest word there is, the only way
to keep it t ogether is through love
and peacefulness, not malice and
jealously.
This bothers me a lot. I've seen the
times when Family m embers would
get togetheriwhen they need a
helping nand, a shoulder to lean
on-like a babysitter, money or a
place to stay . As soon as they are
hack on their feet, they don't call,
\?P.a line, stop over, or anything.
Not long ago I visited a family
reunion on my cousin's wife's side of
the tamily. The people there were
so hypocritical it was a shame,
they acted as if they didn't like
certain people. They looked as if
they were going to kill you if you
tmehed the food. Frankly, I wAS

SCARED T O TO UCH
ANYTHING.

1 here are many things that should
he treasured, such as love and
togetherness.
Another exam ple would be when
one family mem ber makes 10 cents
spending change. Others seem to
look down and spite that family
member, just because they live a
httle better. I find this ignorant and
t hat thm type of attitude. This
snouldnt happen in anyone's
lamily. But it does, we cannot
change t he fact of its existance.
<r5<Mhis, if I had one wish it
would be for my Family to get
rather, stay together, and stick
together th rough all t imes. I wish
we cou ld show love and happiness
tor each other, and let this
separation of th e Family stoplThe
should be just that, 'a

Criticizing

Adults

By Linda "Boo" Glasco
The thing that irritates me t he most is
Criticizing Adults.
Most of these adults think they are
always right and never like to admit
being wrong. Just because they are
physically mature, doesn't mean they
are mentally mature. These adults like
to nag and scold you in front of your
peers. When you try to correct an
adult, you usually end up getting
scolded or physically punished. Yet,
when they are correcting what you do
and what you say they don t expect any
criticism.
I think criticizing adults should listen to
reason and realize that they are not
infalable. They may learn from us just
as we are able to learn from them
When you are criticized you feel hurt
and embarrassed. We know we make
mistakes even if we don t like to admit
it Just give us a break. Adult criticism
ran be eood guidance, but too much
criticism can push us the other way
Please adults, dont criticize, just
realize we need help!

FIRE II: CELEBRATE THE ARTS
Photography By Micheal K. Nixon
ON SUNDAY APRIL 9, the spirit of
fire II flamed once again. This time
the spirit was brought together in
the celebration of art. The art exhibit
-consisted1 of photographs and art
done by both stu dents and free lance
photographers, featuring some of the
works of David Dieldenjcho, Regina
Billingsley, Marlon Allen, Freddie
Miller, Micheal K. Nixon, Lenoard
Jones, and Chris Horvath.
Student participation and attendance
at the show was overwhelming.
Approximately 300 stu dents had the
opportunity to enjoy this fascinating
display of the arts. Talking with
Freddy Miller, free lance photograph
er, about his photographs he had this
to say, "They express the most
intricate feelings of each subject that
1 photograph. You can find a part of
me m most of my work. I really enjoy
shouting color as opposed to black
and white. Color is more attracting to
me which gives my work a certain
for the photographs I
tSS I
take to have a certain feeling so you
may feel the sam e things."
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feodback to the art show was
could have been
better
lipublicized and pre sented on a differ
ent day during the week so more
students could enjoy this display of
student works. Other students spoke
ot wishing more of this type of
student expression could be shown
around Trenton State, because stud
ents in the arts need a medium so that
their works will not go unnotice or
unrewarded '
Mike Nixon had this to say about the
l^I ^
that this show was a
vehicle not only for myself to display
my photographs but for all of us in the
show to have a place wer e our works
can be displayed publically. My
photographs are an expression of
myself, meaning that I hope that you
wui be able to relate my feelings
takeU
Photographs which I
Due to the tremendous turnout and
response of t he students at Trenton
state and visitors, the Fire II art
ow will be t aken to Channey State
. . ege in conjunction with a program
^"^P^nsored by the UULVO and
State Student Government.

Painting by Marlon Allen
UULVO hopes that before the show is
3t
Students
t M
here mil have the opportunity to see
the art display along with the
presentation of UULVO.
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On the next page are some of the
prints and Photographs that were
displayed in the show
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Painting by
Marlon Allen

